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Calculus I

Grants Collection
Affordable Learning Georgia Grants Collections are intended to provide
faculty with the frameworks to quickly implement or revise the same
materials as a Textbook Transformation Grants team, along with the aims
and lessons learned from project teams during the implementation
process.
Each collection contains the following materials:
 Linked Syllabus
o The syllabus should provide the framework for both direct
implementation of the grant team’s selected and created
materials and the adaptation/transformation of these
materials.
 Initial Proposal
o The initial proposal describes the grant project’s aims in detail.
 Final Report
o The final report describes the outcomes of the project and any
lessons learned.

Unless otherwise indicated, all Grants Collection materials are licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

Initial Proposal

Application Details
Manage Application: ALG Textbook Transformation Grants Round 8
Award Cycle: Round 8
Internal Submission Sunday, December 11, 2016
Deadline:
Application Title: 277
Application ID: #001278
Submitter First Name: Scott
Submitter Last Name: Kersey
Submitter Title: Associate Professor of Mathematics
Submitter Email Address: skersey@georgiasouthern.edu
Submitter Phone Number: 912-478-1963
Submitter Campus Role: Proposal Investigator (Primary or additional)
Applicant First Name: Scott
Applicant Last Name: Kersey
Co-Applicant Name(s): Stephen Carden
Applicant Email Address: skersey@georgiasouthern.edu
Applicant Phone Number: 912-478-1963
Primary Appointment Title: Associate Professor of Mathematics
Institution Name(s): Georgia Southern University
Submission Date: Monday, December 12, 2016
Team Members (Name, Title, Department, Institutions if different, and email address for
each):
Scott Kersey, Associate Professor or Mathematics, Department of Mathematical Sciences,
skersey@georgiasouthern.edu
Stephen Carden, Assistant Professor of Statistics, Department of Mathematical Sciences,
scarden@georgiasouthern.edu
Sponsor, (Name, Title, Department, Institution):
Sharon Taylor, Professor and Chair, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Georgia Southern
University
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Proposal Title: 277
Course Names, Course Numbers and Semesters Offered:
Calculus I, Math 1441, Fall, Spring and Summer semesters
Statistics I, STAT 2231, Fall, Spring and Summer semesters
Average Number of 40 (Calculus I), 30 (Statistics I)
Students per Course
Section:
Number of Course 50 (Calculus I), 50 (Statistics I)
Sections Affected by
Implementation in
Academic Year:
Total Number of Students 2000 (Calculus I), 1500 (Statistics I)
Affected by Implementation
in Academic Year:
List the original course
materials for students
(including title, whether
optional or required, & cost
for each item):

Calculus I (MATH 1441)Thomas’ Calculus
with MyMathLab access ($288.40) or
MyMathLab Student Access Kit ($106.90).
Required.Introductory Statistics I (STAT
2231)Basic Practice of Statistics with
Launchpad access ($169.35) or Launchpad
access code ($91.75). Required.

Requested Amount of $10,800
Funding:
Original per Student Cost: $106.90 -- $288.40 (Calculus I), $91.75$169.35 (Statistics I)
Post-Proposal Projected 0
Student Cost:
Projected Per Student $106.90 -- $288.40 (Calculus I), $91.75Savings: $169.35 (Statistics I)
Projected Total Annual $351,425 -- $830,825
Student Savings:
Creation and Hosting Platforms Used ("n/a" if none):
WeBWorK [3]: Open-source online homework management system with Open Problem
Library. The library currently contains over 35,000 mathematics and statistics problems [4],
and includes an editor for writing problems tailored to one’s course. The program is currently
installed on a server maintained by a team member (S. Kersey), who has completed a
WeBWorK system administrator training course hosted by the Mathematical Association
(MAA). Both team members have experience using WeBWorK in the classroom setting.
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Desire2Learn (D2L, Folio) [5]: Virtual Classroom at Georgia Southern University. This will be
used for additional notes, handouts, modules and videos associated with the implementation
of this project.
Departmental Storage (R: Drive): Hard drive space shared by all faculty within the
Department of Mathematical Sciences at Georgia Southern University. This will be used, along
with faculty web pages, to archive and share materials with other faculty at GSU upon
completion of this project.
Proposal Category: No-Cost-to-Students Learning Materials
Final Semester of Fall 2017
Instruction:
Project Goals:
Save students money on textbooks by replacing the current textbooks with the free
OpenStax textbooks Calculus Volume I and Introductory Statistics [2].
Save students money on online homework systems by replacing MyMathLab (used in
Calculus) and LaunchPad (used in Statistics) with the free WebWorK homework
management system [3] with Open Problem Library (OPL) [4].
Support student success by developing additional course materials and online content
adapted to our institutional course learning objectives, including notes, modules and videos
that conform to the Quality Matters (QM) [6] standard for online courses. One of the team
members (S. Kersey) of this project has completed a QM training course and is certified to
develop online course content.
Redesign course syllabi, class schedules, course notes and other materials to coincide with
the OpenStax textbooks and WebWorK. The flexibility of WeBWorK’s Open Problem Library
and custom question creation allows for the development of course content that meets the
needs of our students.
Develop assessment methods to measure the impact of these changes on student success.
In doing so, we will first assess the effectiveness of the learning materials using current (nonfree) materials using a pre-test and post-test in each of the spring and summer sessions. In
the fall we will repeat the tests with classes using the open-source (free) materials.
Sustain student impact by making all materials openly available to colleagues through
university storage, Desire2Learn exported course modules, WebWorK exported problem
sets, and faculty web pages.
Upon completion of this project, we will plan an expansion of open-source course content to
other mathematics and statistics courses, such as Calculus II and Statistics II, in both the
traditional and online formats.
Statement of Transformation:
Description: Replace the current (non-free) textbooks and homework systems with new
open-source (free) alternatives for Calculus I and Introduction to Statistics I, and create
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additional course content, such as notes, modules and videos, following Quality Matters
guidelines [6].
The primary stakeholders are the students who will benefit from a reduced financial burden
and more accessible open source content. Students will have access to all course materials
(including textbook, homework problems, notes, etc.) on the first day of class, and no longer
suffer delays in acquiring course materials because of Financial Aid and other factors.
The secondary stakeholders are faculty. With all resources on-line, there will be no delay in
acquiring textbooks or homework access codes, so the instruction and assignment can begin
on day one of the semester. Additionally, because it is open-source, instructors will have
more control over course content, allowing adaption for different teaching styles.
The primary impact for students is reduced financial burden on students. With 90% of
incoming students at Georgia Southern receiving some kind of financial aid in 2014-2015 [8],
costs are clearly a major factor affecting student success. As well, by giving students a better
learning experience in Calculus I and Statistics I, they will be better prepared to follow the
course sequence to upper level classes.
The impact for faculty includes a shorter start-up time each semester and better prepared
students entering the upper level classes. As well, with course material freely available and
adaptable (including notes, worksheets and homework sets), our courses will be taught more
uniformly, and faculty will spend less time in preparation.
The impact for our department and institution includes easier access and greater enrollment
for students in the courses that use the free open-source material. As well, with course
materials centrally located and shared among faculty, course instruction will be more
consistent among different faculty. This is particularly important at Georgia Southern where
we have relatively small class sizes rather than large lecture-run classes.
Upon success of our pilot run, the free open-source model can be adapted to other
mathematics and statistics classes. This may apply to both face-to-face and online formats.
This has the potential to greatly impact the enrollment of students at our institution, as well as
their success in their degree programs.
Transformation Action Plan:
As a first step to our action plan, team members have already selected the textbooks
(OpenStax’ Calculus I and Introductory Statistics) and homework system (WeBWorK) to be
used in the transformation.
The next step is the creation of course syllabi, schedules, and materials. This will include
course organization, expectations, and goals for new open-source transformation.
Team members will administer standard testing instruments in the semester prior to
implementing the new open-source materials. For statistics, the CAOS test [7] will be used,
and an existing departmental assessment test will be used for Calculus.
S. Kersey will be creator of course material and instructor of record for Calculus I, and S.
Carden will be creator of course material and instructor of record for Statistics I. Team
members will collaborate on all other aspects of the transformation, including the creation of
new WeBWorK problem sets.
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The new materials will be set up prior to the first day of class. This includes pre-registering
students in WeBWorK using class rosters and hosting of course materials in Desire2Learn.
At the final stages of implementation, open-source materials will be stored in central locations
and made available to faculty.
Quantitative & Qualitative Upon completion of this project at the end of
Measures: the Fall 2017 semester, both quantitative and
qualitative measures will be applied to
assess the efficacy of the transformation to
open-source materials. We will compare
results from classes using non-free materials
to those using the open-source materials
outlined in this proposal.Quantitative
measures: Comparison of pre- and postcontent tests for each class, broken down by
course learning objectives, including
calculation of a confidence interval
estimating the difference between the two
samples.Comparison of scores on a common
Final Exam.Comparison of DFW (Drop, Fail,
Withdrawal) rates between
classes.Qualitative measures:Comparison of
surveys on student attitudes and opinions
regarding course materials.Examination of
course/instructor evaluations for comments
and feedback regarding the course materials
for each course.
Timeline:

January 2017

Give content pre-test to students using current
(non-free) course materials.

January 30, 2017

Attend kick-off meeting.

February 2017

Match course objectives with OpenStax text
sections and modify syllabi and course
schedules accordingly.

March 2017

Complete creation and modification of existing
electronic materials, including lecture note
outlines to be consistent with OpenStax text
notation and terminology.

May 2017

Give content post-test to students using
current (non-free) course materials.
Give survey to students concerning use of
current(non-free) course materials.
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June 2017

Complete creation of homework problems sets
for WebWorks, including modification of
existing (either custom created or from Open
Library) problems to be consistent with
OpenStax textbook notation and terminology.

July 2017

Upload electronic materials to Desire2Learn
for use in Fall 2017 semester.

August 2017

Give content pre-test to students using new
(free) course materials.

November 2017

Departmental presentation to faculty
introducing open source materials (OpenStax,
WeBWorK, lecture notes, etc.).
In the following weeks, additional individual
meetings for faculty interested in adoption.

December 2017

Give content post-test to students using new
(free) course materials.
Give survey to students concerning use of new
(free) course materials.
Analyze data from both courses to evaluate
efficacy of open-source materials

Budget:

Dr. Scott Kersey

Compensation for preparation
$5,000
time

Dr. Stephen Carden

Compensation for preparation
$5,000
time

Travel

Kick-off meeting and
conference travel

$800

Sustainability Plan:
After completion of this project, no additional costs are required. Course information and
materials will be posted at central locations for faculty to use, including university storage (R:
drive), a Desire2Learn exported course, and on faculty web pages.
OpenStax textbooks are open source and free to the public.
TheWeBWorK homework management system and Open Problem Library is open source,
and free to install on a local server.
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TheWeBWork problems created or modified for our courses will be submitted to WeBWorK’s
Open Problem Library for use by other faculty and institutions, as well as having their source
code available on faculty web pages.
Course materials, such as syllabi, weekly schedules, additional notes, modules, videos, and
surveys will be made freely available to faculty through university storage, Desire2Learn
course templates, and faculty web pages.
Team members will remain departmental point of contact for faculty interested in adoption of
our open-source materials for future years.
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Affordable Learning Georgia Textbook Transformation Grants
Rounds Six, Seven, and Eight
For Implementations Beginning Fall Semester 2016
Running Through Fall Semester 2017

Proposal Form and Narrative
Submitter Name

Scott Kersey

Submitter Title

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Submitter Email

skersey@georgiasouthern.edu

Submitter Phone 912-478-1963
Number
Submitter
Campus Role

Proposal Investigator (Primary)

Applicant Name

Scott Kersey

Applicant Email

skersey@georgiasouthern.edu

Applicant Phone 912-478-1963
Number
Primary
Appointment
Title

Associate Professor of Mathematics

Institution
Name(s)

Georgia Southern University

Team Members

Scott Kersey, Associate Professor of Mathematics, Department of
Mathematical Sciences, skersey@georgiasouthern.edu
Stephen Carden, Assistant Professor of Statistics, Department of
Mathematical Sciences, scarden@georgiasouthern.edu

Sponsor,
Title, Sharon Taylor, Professor and Chair, Department of Mathematical
Department,
Sciences, Georgia Southern University
Institution

[Proposal No.]
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Proposal Title

A Sustainable Open Source Implementation of Calculus and Statistics
Using Zero-Cost Course Materials and Homework System

Course Names, Calculus I, MATH 1441, Fall, Spring, and Summer semesters
Course Numbers
and Semesters Statistics I, STAT 2231, Fall, Spring, and Summer semesters
Offered
Final Semester of Fall 2017
Instruction
Average Number Calc 40
of Students Per
Stat 30
Course Section

Number
of Calc 50
Course Sections
Affected
by Stat 50
Implementation
in Academic Year

Total Number of
Students Affected
by
Implementation
in Academic Year

Award Category
(pick one)

☒ No-or-Low-Cost-to-Students Learning Materials
☐ OpenStax Textbooks
☐ Interactive Course-Authoring Tools and Software
☐ Specific Top 100 Undergraduate Courses

List the original
course materials
for
students
(including title,
whether optional
or required, &
cost for each
item)

Calculus I (MATH 1441)

Requested
Amount
Funding

$10,800

of

Calc
2000
Stat
1500

Thomas’ Calculus with MyMathLab access ($288.40) or MyMathLab
Student Access Kit ($106.90). Required.
Introductory Statistics I (STAT 2231)
Basic Practice of Statistics with Launchpad access ($169.35) or
Launchpad access code ($91.75). Required.

Original
Per Calculus I: $106.90-$288.40
Student Cost
Statisics I: $91.75-$169.35

[Proposal No.]
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Post-Proposal
$0
Projected
Per
Student Cost
Projected
Per Calculus I: $106.90-$288.40
Student Savings
Statisics I: $91.75-$169.35
Projected Total $351,425-$830,825
Annual Student
Savings
Creation
and WeBWorK [3]: Open-source online homework management system
Hosting
with Open Problem Library. The library currently contains over 35,000
Platforms Used
mathematics and statistics problems [4], and includes an editor for
writing problems tailored to one’s course. The program is currently
installed on a server maintained by a team member (S. Kersey), who
has completed a WeBWorK system administrator training course
hosted by the Mathematical Association (MAA). Both team members
have experience using WeBWorK in the classroom setting.
Desire2Learn (D2L, Folio) [5]: Virtual Classroom at Georgia Southern
University. This will be used for additional notes, handouts, modules
and videos associated with the implementation of this project.
Departmental Storage (R: Drive): Hard drive space shared by all faculty
within the Department of Mathematical Sciences at Georgia Southern
University. This will be used, along with faculty web pages, to archive
and share materials with other faculty at GSU upon completion of this
project.

NARRATIVE
1.1

PROJECT GOALS
•
•
•

[Proposal No.]

Save students money on textbooks by replacing the current textbooks with the
free OpenStax textbooks Calculus Volume I and Introductory Statistics [2].
Save students money on online homework systems by replacing MyMathLab
(used in Calculus) and LaunchPad (used in Statistics) with the free WebWorK
homework management system [3] with Open Problem Library (OPL) [4].
Support student success by developing additional course materials and online
content adapted to our institutional course learning objectives, including notes,
modules and videos that conform to the Quality Matters (QM) [6] standard for
3
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•

•

•
•

1.2

online courses. One of the team members (S. Kersey) of this project has
completed a QM training course and is certified to develop online course content.
Redesign course syllabi, class schedules, course notes and other materials to
coincide with the OpenStax textbooks and WebWorK. The flexibility of
WeBWorK’s Open Problem Library and custom question creation allows for the
development of course content that meets the needs of our students.
Develop assessment methods to measure the impact of these changes on student
success. In doing so, we will first assess the effectiveness of the learning materials
using current (non-free) materials using a pre-test and post-test in each of the
spring and summer sessions. In the fall we will repeat the tests with classes using
the open-source (free) materials.
Sustain student impact by making all materials openly available to colleagues
through university storage, Desire2Learn exported course modules, WebWorK
exported problem sets, and faculty web pages.
Upon completion of this project, we will plan an expansion of open-source course
content to other mathematics and statistics courses, such as Calculus II and
Statistics II, in both the traditional and online formats.

STATEMENT OF TRANSFORMATION
•

•

•

•

•

[Proposal No.]

Description: Replace the current (non-free) textbooks and homework systems
with new open-source (free) alternatives for Calculus I and Introduction to
Statistics I, and create additional course content, such as notes, modules and
videos, following Quality Matters guidelines [6].
The primary stakeholders are the students who will benefit from a reduced
financial burden and more accessible open source content. Students will have
access to all course materials (including textbook, homework problems, notes,
etc.) on the first day of class, and no longer suffer delays in acquiring course
materials because of Financial Aid and other factors.
The secondary stakeholders are faculty. With all resources on-line, there will be
no delay in acquiring textbooks or homework access codes, so the instruction and
assignment can begin on day one of the semester. Additionally, because it is opensource, instructors will have more control over course content, allowing adaption
for different teaching styles.
The primary impact for students is reduced financial burden on students. With
90% of incoming students at Georgia Southern receiving some kind of financial aid
in 2014-2015 [8], costs are clearly a major factor affecting student success. As well,
by giving students a better learning experience in Calculus I and Statistics I, they
will be better prepared to follow the course sequence to upper level classes.
The impact for faculty includes a shorter start-up time each semester and better
prepared students entering the upper level classes. As well, with course material
freely available and adaptable (including notes, worksheets and homework sets),
our courses will be taught more uniformly, and faculty will spend less time in
preparation.
4
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•

•

1.3

TRANSFORMATION ACTION PLAN
•
•
•
•

•
•

1.4

The impact for our department and institution includes easier access and greater
enrollment for students in the courses that use the free open-source material. As
well, with course materials centrally located and shared among faculty, course
instruction will be more consistent among different faculty. This is particularly
important at Georgia Southern where we have relatively small class sizes rather
than large lecture-run classes.
Upon success of our pilot run, the free open-source model can be adapted to other
mathematics and statistics classes. This may apply to both face-to-face and online
formats. This has the potential to greatly impact the enrollment of students at our
institution, as well as their success in their degree programs.

As a first step to our action plan, team members have already selected the textbooks
(OpenStax’ Calculus I and Introductory Statistics) and homework system (WeBWorK) to
be used in the transformation.
The next step is the creation of course syllabi, schedules, and materials. This will include
course organization, expectations, and goals for new open-source transformation.
Team members will administer standard testing instruments in the semester prior to
implementing the new open-source materials. For statistics, the CAOS test [7] will be
used, and an existing departmental assessment test will be used for Calculus.
S. Kersey will be creator of course material and instructor of record for Calculus I, and S.
Carden will be creator of course material and instructor of record for Statistics I. Team
members will collaborate on all other aspects of the transformation, including the
creation of new WeBWorK problem sets.
The new materials will be set up prior to the first day of class. This includes pre-registering
students in WeBWorK using class rosters and hosting of course materials in Desire2Learn.
At the final stages of implementation, open-source materials will be stored in central
locations and made available to faculty.
QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE MEASURES
Upon completion of this project at the end of the Fall 2017 semester, both quantitative
and qualitative measures will be applied to assess the efficacy of the transformation to
open-source materials. We will compare results from classes using non-free materials to
those using the open-source materials outlined in this proposal.
o Quantitative measures:
 Comparison of pre- and post- content tests for each class, broken down by
course learning objectives, including calculation of a confidence interval
estimating the difference between the two samples.
 Comparison of scores on a common Final Exam.
 Comparison of DFW (Drop, Fail, Withdrawal) rates between classes.
o Qualitative measures:

[Proposal No.]
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1.5

Comparison of surveys on student attitudes and opinions regarding course
materials.
Examination of course/instructor evaluations for comments and feedback
regarding the course materials for each course.

TIMELINE
January 2017

Give content pre-test to students using
current (non-free) course materials.

January 30, 2017

Attend kick-off meeting.

February 2017

Match course objectives with OpenStax
text sections and modify syllabi and course
schedules accordingly.

March 2017

Complete creation and modification of
existing electronic materials, including
lecture note outlines to be consistent with
OpenStax text notation and terminology.

May 2017

Give content post-test to students using
current (non-free) course materials.
Give survey to students concerning use of
current (non-free) course materials.

June 2017

Complete creation of homework problem
sets for WeBWorK, including modification
of existing (either custom created or from
Open Problem Library) problems to be
consistent with OpenStax textbook
notation and terminology.

July 2017

Upload
electronic
materials
to
Desire2Learn for use in Fall 2017
semester.

August 2017

Give content pre-test to students using
new (free) course materials.

November 2017

Departmental presentation introducing
open source materials (OpenStax,
WeBWorK, lecture notes, etc.).

[Proposal No.]
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In the following weeks, additional
individual meetings for faculty interested
in adoption.
December 2017

Give content post-test to students using
new (free) course materials.
Give survey to students concerning use of
new (free) course materials.
Analyze data from both courses to
evaluate
efficacy
of
open-source
materials.

1.6

1.7

BUDGET
Dr. Scott Kersey

Compensation for preparation $5000
time.

Dr. Stephen Carden

Compensation for preparation $5000
time.

Travel

Kick-off meeting and conference $800
travel.

SUSTAINABILITY PLAN
After completion of this project, no additional costs are required. Course information and
materials will be posted at central locations for faculty to use, including university storage
(R: drive), a Desire2Learn exported course, and on faculty web pages.
•
•
•
•
•

[Proposal No.]

OpenStax textbooks are open source and free to the public.
TheWeBWorK homework management system and Open Problem Library is open
source, and free to install on a local server.
TheWeBWork problems created or modified for our courses will be submitted to
WeBWorK’s Open Problem Library for use by other faculty and institutions, as well
as having their source code available on faculty web pages.
Course materials, such as syllabi, weekly schedules, additional notes, modules,
videos, and surveys will be made freely available to faculty through university
storage, Desire2Learn course templates, and faculty web pages.
Team members will remain departmental point of contact for faculty interested
in adoption of our open-source materials for future years.
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1.8

REFERENCES & ATTACHMENTS

On-line Resources:
1. Georgia Southern: www.georgiasouthern.edu/
2. OpenStax Textbooks: openstax.org/subjects/math
3. Webwork: webwork.maa.org/
4. Open Problem Library: webwork.maa.org/wiki/Open_Problem_Library
5. Desire2Learn (Folio): https://georgiasouthern.desire2learn.com/
6. Quality Matters: www.qualitymatters.org
7. CAOS (Comprehensive Assessment of Outcomes in a first Statistics Course):
https://apps3.cehd.umn.edu/artist/caos.html
8. National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES): nces.ed.gov/collegenavigator.
See attached letter of support from sponsoring Department Chair, Dr. Sharon Taylor.

[Proposal No.]
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Syllabus

Math 1441 (sections F and O)
Instructor: Dr. Scott Kersey
Office: Math/Physics 2308
Office Hours: See Folio for my schedule
Email: skersey@georgiasouthern.edu
Teaching Assistant: Samuel Walker

Calculus I

Fall 2017

Classroom: MP 3028
Section F: Lecture: TR 9:30-10:45 and W 9:05-9:55
Recitation: M 9:05-9:55 (Samuel Walker)
Section O: Lecture: TR 11:00-12:15 and W 11:15-12:05
Recitation: M 11:15-12:05 (Samuel Walker)
Term Exams: Sept 14, Oct 12, Nov 9 (Thursdays)

Course Description: This is the first of a sequence of courses which present a unified treatment of the differential and
integral calculus. Topics include: limits, continuity, differentiation and integration, applications of the derivative and the
integral.
Prerequisites: Minimum grade of C in Math 1112 or Math 1113
Credit Hours: 4
Textbook: Open Stax Calculus, Volume 1, https://openstax.org/details/books/calculus-volume-1.
Course Objectives: The successful student will be able to:









Demonstrate their understanding of the definitions of limits and continuity
Perform computations of limits and determine the continuity
Evaluate derivatives using differentiation rules and the Chain Rule
Apply derivatives to find extreme values and sketch graphs of functions
Apply derivatives to solve problems of related rates
Evaluate indefinite integrals and definite integrals using integration formulas and properties
Evaluate indefinite integratls and definite integrals using the substitution method
Understand the definition of definite integrals and apply definite integrls to solve area and volume problems

General Educational Objectives: http://academics.georgiasouthern.edu/provost/pdf/GeneralEducationOutcomes.pdf
Coursework/Assessment:
 Homework (100 points)
 Quizzes (50 points)
 Three Term Exams (100 points each): In class on dates given above
 Final Exam (100 points): About half new material and half review
 Course average: (H+E1+E2+E3+F+R) / 5.5
 Final Grade A (90-100%), B (80-89%), C (70-79%), D (60-69%), F (<60%)
Homework: On line homework using Webwork (sign in through Folio)
Recitation: Review, Solve some homework problems, Short quiz
Lectures: Students are responsible for class material and should get notes from any class they miss from a classmate.
Exams: No early or late exams given except under extreme circumstances with my approval and written documentation.
Exam Policies will be given in class before exams.
Academic Dishonesty Policy: Any student who exhibits academic dishonesty in any form will receive penalty ranging from
a zero grade or deductions on that assignment or test to a failing grade (F) for the entire course, and will be reported to the
University Judicial Officer. For a full discussion of academic dishonesty, see the Student Guide at
http://deanofstudents.georgiasouthern.edu/conduct/resources/faculty/academic-dishonesty/.
Civility Statement: See the Student Conduct Code at the URL above.
Disability Policy: See http://students.georgiasouthern.edu/disability/.
Additional Help: Free tutoring is offered in the Math Department (Room 3000) and at the Academic Success Center (912478-5371, http://academics.georgiasouthern.edu/success/). Check for hours.
Copyright Statement: (1) I hold the copyright on my lectures and course materials, (2) my copyright encompasses student
notes or summaries that exactly reproduce my lectures and course materials, (3) these materials are made available to
students for their personal use only, and (4) students may not distribute or reproduce these materials for commercial purposes
without my express written consent. Any student in violation of my copyright will be referred to the Dean of Students' Office
as having violated the Code of Academic Integrity.

14th Thomas’

Calculus I Topics

OpenStax

Limits
C

Rates of Change and Tangents to Curves

2.1

2.1

C

Limit of a Function and Limit Laws

2.2

2.2

O

The Precise Definition of a Limit

2.3

2.5

C

One-Sided Limits

2.4

2.2

C

Continuity

2.5

2.4

C

Limits Involving Infinity

2.6

2.2

C

Tangents and the Derivative at a Point

3.1

3.1

C

The Derivative as a Function

3.2

3.2

C

Differentiation Rules

3.3

3.3

O

The Derivative as a Rate of Change

3.4

3.4

C

Derivatives of Trigonometric Functions

3.5

3.5

C

The Chain Rule

3.6

3.6

C

Implicit Differentiation

3.7

3.8

C

Related Rates

3.8

4.1

O

Linearization and Differentials

3.9

4.2

X

Derivative of Exponential and Log Functions

7.1-7.4

3.9

C

Extreme Values of Functions on Closed Intervals

4.1

4.3

C

The Mean Value Theorem

4.2

4.4

C

Monotonic Functions and the First Derivative Test

4.3

4.5

C

Concavity and Curve Sketching

4.4

4.5

C

Applied Optimization

4.5

4.7

O

Newton’s Method

4.6

4.9

C

Antiderivatives

4.7

4.10

X

L’ Hopital’s Rule

7.5

4.8

C

Area and Estimating with Finite Sums

5.1

5.1

O

Sigma Notation and Limit of Finite Sum

5.2

5.1

C

The Definite Integral

5.3

5.2

C

The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

5.4

5.3

C

Indefinite Integrals and the Substitution Method

5.5

5.5

C

Substitution and Area between Curves

5.6

5.5

C

Volumes Using Cross-Sections

6.1

6.2

C

Volumes by Cylindrical Shells

6.2

6.3

O

Arc Length (covered in Calculus III))

6.3

6.4

O

Areas of Surfaces of Revolution (covered in Calculus III)

6.4

6.4

O

Work and Fluid Forces

6.5

6.5

O

Moments and Center of Mass

6.6

6.6

X

Integrals, Exponential and Log Functions

7.1-7.4

6.7

Derivative

Applications

Integration
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1. Narrative
As stated in our proposal, the goal of this project was to develop and
implement Calculus I and Introductory Statistics classes using free-tostudent OER course materials, and to compare with classes run using
traditional non-free course materials. The free course materials included
the open source WeBWorK homework system and OpenStax textbooks, as
well as course notes and additional homework assignments.

One hurdle to overcome was the installation of WeBWorK – although we
have been using it for years on an external server, the university required
that we comply to new security standards. To overcome this, we worked
with the Provost and ITS to install WeBWorK on university computers. This
installation will improve sustainability of our project.

The implementation included 2 classes each of Statistics and Calculus
using our free OER materials, and 2 classes each using traditional
materials for comparison. The OER classes used OpenStax textbooks and
the WeBWorK open source homework system. In our classes we used
some existing WeBWorK problems, and wrote some of our own.
Supporting documents include some WeBWorK problems for the OpenStax
Calculus I textbook, and WeBWorK problems for Statistics. The free course
materials saved our students hundreds of dollars, each.

Our overall conclusion is that the effectiveness of our OER classes were as
effective as classes using traditional materials, but probably no better.
The benefit therefore comes in other ways: costs, ease of use,
adaptability, … For example, with OER materials students have what they
need on day 1 (or earlier) of the semester compared with traditional
materials that students wait to purchase until after the semester begins,
thereby delaying their start in the courses.

The analysis of our implementation includes a survey (for calculus) and a
statistical analysis (for statistics). The data shows in particular that the
OER materials were effective, and that the students appreciated the
``free’’ course materials, and would take a free OER course again in the
future.

The reliance of the OpenStax texts in our courses was minimal. This is
mainly due to having our own course materials (notes, handouts,
homework). Moreover, both of use do not prefer the OpenStax textbooks,
and will not use them in the future for these courses. We will continue to
develop our OER courses and materials, using different textbooks.

The experience and impact for ourselves as instructors and students was
mostly positive. We are both committed to OER and the potential to
develop high-quality courses with free course materials, and our students

benefit from the cost-savings with no apparent loss in quality of the
course.

2. Quotes
Calculus I students who used OER materials



This was my 1st free course materials class and I was so thankful! This
was a huge burden off my shoulders because I had to purchase more
books.



I very much appreciated that webwork was free. Although I do believe
it is not as good an experience as MyMathlab, which gives you
examples and more help with each problem. But webwork is not
terrible. And thank you Dr. Kersey, I found your teaching style and
attitude helpful!



I really enjoyed webwork as it made easier to study and gave me lots
of practice.

Introductory Statistics Students



The homework being free, as well as allowing multiple attempts,
taught me how to solve problems more confidently. The layout of the
notes was extremely neat and made focusing on the main points a
breeze!



I really liked the organization and lecture outlines. It helped a lot when
taking notes and looking back at what to study



...great organization, loved the outlines because they helped me stay
focused instead of writing note after note.

3. Quantitative and Qualitative Measures
3a. Overall Measurements
Student Opinion of Materials
Total number of students affected in this project: __228_______

Calculus in two sections who use OER materials
(based on questions III.7 through V.5 of Calculus survey)


Positive: _66.4__ % of ___53___ number of respondents



Neutral: ___18.4___ % of ___53___ number of respondents



Negative: __15.2___ % of __53___ number of respondents

Statistics


Positive: _96.7__ % of __76___ number of respondents



Neutral: __3.3_ % of __76__ number of respondents



Negative: __0__ % of __76_ number of respondents

Student Learning Outcomes and Grades
Calculus



___
Positive: Higher performance outcomes measured over
previous semester(s)



_X_
Neutral: Same performance outcomes over previous
semester(s)



___
Negative: Lower performance outcomes over previous
semester(s)

Statistics



___
Positive: Higher performance outcomes measured over
previous semester(s)



_X_
Neutral: Same performance outcomes over previous
semester(s)



___
Negative: Lower performance outcomes over previous
semester(s)

Student Drop/Fail/Withdraw (DFW) Rates
Calculus
___33__% of students, out of a total _75__ students affected,
dropped/failed/withdrew from the course in the final semester of
implementation.


___
Positive: This is a lower percentage of students with D/F/W
than previous semester(s)



_X_
Neutral: This is the same percentage of students with D/F/W
than previous semester(s)



___
Negative: This is a higher percentage of students with D/F/W
than previous semester(s)

Statistics
__18.4_% of students, out of a total __76__ students affected,
dropped/failed/withdrew from the course in the final semester of
implementation.


___
Positive: This is a lower percentage of students with D/F/W
than previous semester(s)



_X_
Neutral: This is the same percentage of students with D/F/W
than previous semester(s)



___
Negative: This is a higher percentage of students with D/F/W
than previous semester(s)

3b. Narrative
The main takeaway from a comparison of classes from before to after
adoption of OER materials is that the main performance summaries are
essentially unchanged, while student attitudes have improved due to the
cost-savings and accessibility of OER materials.
We mention one more important qualitative observation. While both the
calculus and statistics course used materials (lecture notes, homework sets,
etc.) that were consistent with and followed the OpenStax texts, virtually all
of the students seem to have interacted primarily with the lecture notes
rather than the text. We speculate this may be part of a trend with the newer
generation of students to view the textbook as the last, rather than the first,
source of information for a course.
We should mention that the fall semester experienced 6 days of canceled
classes due to Hurricane Irma, and some students did not return to class,
which could influence the results.
Calculus
In Calculus, the student DWF rates were about the same (perhaps a little
lower) for the OER group. Student attitudes, however, were different. The
attached survey contains many questions concerning the course and method
s of instruction. In particular, by a very high percentage, students who used
the OER course materials prefer to use them again, and students who did not
use the OER course materials would prefer an OER course. As well, the

results from pre-tests and post-tests were about the same for the OER and
non-OER groups.
Statistics
For statistics, the DFW rate went from 15% of 68 students to 18% of 76
students. This difference is well with the range of standard random variation
between samples; indeed, the p-value for a test of difference of proportions
is .55, providing practically no evidence of a difference.
Similarly, a comparison of questions from the final exam were practically
identical. The statistics faculty have a set of eight questions used on final
exams to assess student outcomes. The results of two sections of statistics
each from spring and fall were compared. The results are summarized in the
table in the attached file.
As can be seen from the last row on the attached table, the overall results
are slightly higher using OER materials, but are still within the range of
ordinary random variation from sample to sample.
Student opinions in the statistics sections were collected via a survey giving
the prompt “The organization and clarity of the course material was…”, with
answer options on a Likert scale: very poor, poor, satisfactory, good, and
very good”. For the purposes of the results in section 3a., we classified “very
poor” and “poor” as a negative opinion, “satisfactory” as neutral, and “good”
and “very good” as positive. 62 students completed the survey. No students
were in the negative opinion classification, two students were in the neutral
classification, and the remaining 60 students were in the positive
classification.

4. Sustainability Plan
To provide sustainability with our implementation, our course materials and
the newly installed WeBWorK are available for other faculty. During a
department meeting this Fall, we demonstrated our materials, and invited
faculty to adopt these in the Spring 2018 semester. Indeed, for Statistics, this
has happened sooner than expected. Two first-time instructors used the
OpenStax text with the lecture notes and WeBWorK sets created/compiled by
Dr. Carden. These sections had different instructors and were not included in
the previous evaluation to prevent confounding, but it shows a willingness to
use open-access resources in the department.
All course materials (including notes and homework problems in WeBWorK)
will be made available on our faculty web pages (Calculus on Dr. Kersey’s,
and Statistics on Dr. Carden’s). Secondary hosting will be on the shared

network drive used by Georgia Southern’s math department.
5. Future Plans
Our foray into teaching with free OER course materials has been positive. We
were optimistic going into the project, and are enthusiastic looking forward.
There are a lot of open-source course materials available and publishing
possibilities that we will utilize in our courses in the future, as we continue to
develop and improve our own course materials. We are proponents of
WeBWorK, and will continue to write problems and get more faculty involved.
In the future we will consider developing OER for other courses, and consider
about how to improve our current classes.

6. Description of Photograph
Dr. Steve Carden (left) taught Introductory Statistics and Dr. Scott Kersey
(right) taught Calculus I using OER course materials during the Fall 2018
semester at Georgia Southern University.

